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ith today’s high fuel prices and the precision of modern vehicles and machinery,
ensuring the quality of your fuel has never been more important. The products in
the FuelBright range have been specifically designed to help you get the most
from your fuel.
Modern engines are sophisticated. Driven by the need for lower emissions, fuel injection
systems now cope with much higher pressures, temperatures and voltages. This gives
the user a cleaner, more efficient and more powerful machine.

Diesel 1000

Our Diesel Additive Complete Fuel Treatment
will optimise the performance and efficiency
of your engine.
By increasing the cetane rating of your fuel,
you enable a more complete burn of your fuel
in the cylinder. The benefit is more power,
better starting and reduced emissions.
The additive will work to remove carbon
deposits from your cylinder valves and
injector nozzles. It will also clean tanks and
fuel lines preventing organic growth.
As a concentrated lubricant, it will coat your
moving components, preventing wear and
reducing future expensive maintenance.
It will also lower your cold pour point giving
you winter protection by preventing the fuel
from waxing in extremely low temperatures.
In short, Diesel 1000 Complete Fuel
Treatment, will save you money by making
your engine more economical and extend the
life with reduced wear.

Diesel Biocide

Concentrated solution for fast removal of
organic growth in fuel tanks. This growth is
often known as algae, fungus, microbes and
diesel bug.
This growth occurs in the interface between
fuel and water and can clog your fuel filters
and seriously damage your fuel injection
equipment.

Benefits are:

- Removal of organic growth from fuel tank
- Prevention of regrowth.
- Aids combustion.
- Can be used with biofuels.
All diesel fuel related products are alcohol-free. They are also compatible with
ultra-low sulphur diesel, (ULSD) biodiesel (up
to B20), and exhaust aftertreatment emission
systems
(SCR & DPF).
Diesel Biocide is for professional use only.
(Be prepared to change fuel filters after initial use)

Petrol Premium

Designed for all petrol engines but works especially well with modern GDi (gasoline direct
injection) systems.
Concentrated solution for fast action. Designed to treat one fuel tank based on a large
passenger car.

Benefits are:

- Significantly reduces combustion chamber,
intake valve, and port fuel injector deposits.
- Restores ‘like new’ performance to high
mileage vehicles.
- Significantly improves fuel economy.
- Improves power.
- Improves driveability
- Helps improve acceleration.
- Helps restore engine performance.
- Reduces emissions.
- Rust & corrosion protection of the vehicle
fuel system and gasoline distribution system.
- Good water removal characteristics.

www.thomasgroupltd.co.uk | www.dieselpartsdirect.co.uk

Reduced Fuel • Reduced Emissions
Reduced Maintenance
By providing constant lubrication, DIESEL 1000
has been proven to extend the life of engine components by protecting against the degradation of the fuel
injection system.
100% of vehicles selected for emission testing showed considerable reductions, which in today’s environment bodes
well for both the transport industry and efforts to achieve
ambitious government targets for air pollution.
We have worked in partnership with Kevin at Thomas Group
over the past year – the dosing operation of the
fuel additive to 6 bulk storage sites has ran very smooth and
the benefits that we see have continually increased
and surpassed expectation.
Wakefield Council
Further information: www.thomasgroupltd.co.uk/fuel-bright/

Are you tasked with fuel and emission
reduction for your fleet?
Call Kevin O’Sullivan: 07730 145648

FuelBright is a division of Thomas Group Ltd

93 Ellingham Industrial Estate | Ashford | Kent | TN23 6LZ
www.thomasgroupltd.co.uk | t: 01233 642816 | e: info@thomasgroupltd.co.uk

